
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 12

Perfect out property. Ametric space (X, all has the perfect set purports
IPSP) if it's either ctbl or embeds 2" i.e.52" asX
-

ontinuous embedding. #
contains a choreomorphiccopy of2

Cantor defined this and successfullyshowed hatall closed
subsets ofIRhave PSP. He wanted to prove this for all

subsets ofIR, tus proving the continuum hypothesis. However,
one can prove build, using AC, a subset ofIR that doesn't

sadify PSP, so this approach he proving the continuum

hypothesis will not work. Sabels withoutPSP but of routi-

num cardinalizein at and we will build one in HW.

Bet. A metric space is called perfect it has no isolated points.

Examples. IR, I, IRd, RI, any
interval in IR, e.g.

Co,i, (0,D, CO, 1], zIN, IN, IRL.
Nonexagles. Me, I, N, 403.



Observations.(a) Any open
cubsetofa perfect space is perfect,

(b) Any dense subspace ofa perfect space is a perfect
space.

Warning. Theterm perfect out is also used, butitmeans
a perfect CLOSED subset ofa matric space.

Perfect at theorem. Any morempts perfect implete metric spare
embeds 2";in particular, is Icontinuum.

Proof. let (X,d) be a GFperfect complete m. s,
X 60

00

000 We will build a Cantor scheme, i.e.
a

sequence (Us) sE2" of subset ofX

inch tut

(i) Uso M4, =050 =0 in(ii) Usi? Us ji

Moreover, we will ensure but

(iii) Us is open monempty.
(iv) Usi? Us, ie. Usi=Us
In the scheme has venishing diameter, i.e. liadicm(Us) =0.



For example, diam(Us)=2", where is length of s.
Let's first build such a scheme and then see how to

define the embedding 24cX.

We build (UssE2N by recursion on 151. Let Dg:=X.

Suppose Us is defined as we dfive Uso of Use as follows
Us

Because U, #4 and open, itmustcontain at least two
Uco

Us points x, y because Xis perfect. Thus here are
two nonerty disjointopen balls (so al USI

whose closures are still contained in US. We can

take these balls small enough to their dian=2""
This finishes the construction of the desired scheme (UsIsez".

We now define the associated
map f:
2I -> X as

fellows:

to
theunique element in dryin

Mix in in Exin, the laststatement is beare

X is complete.
His injective:By property (il: If x,y 2N are distinct,

then In sit. x (n) Fy(u), so xluxsF Ylats, heave



Uxn 1 Vyne, =4.

f is continuous. Fix x2 a an E-ball B,5f(x).
We know butUxIn are open neighborhood of
flat of vanishing diameter. Thus, I
diam (Uxi) <I houce Uxin =Bae

thus (XIn]= f"(BG) for some n.

It is continuous. This is automatic bene 2 is compact as
X is Hansdorff, butwe will prove it anyway. HW

Remark. Theconstruction ofthe usual Cantor set 2= [0,B
is done exactly via the same Cantor scheme as

in the proof:I I I I Ux

I I I I
Ro

I I I ↑Us

I I
Mox

1 Hol I 140 1 1 Hi

i , "

hor. Every womempty open
subset of a perfect complete metric

space is unctbl;in fact, contains a copy
of2.

Proof (H. Karapetyan). If D =X is open and remempty, then



A contains an open
ball Brix) ofracing r

house also the closere ofthe open ball Bryz(x),
which can easily be seen to be perfect.
HW:Show But is a perfect metric space closure

of
open is still perfect.

Thus, a contains a movemptly perfect complete
matric space Bryly, hence also a way of2

Proof 2. Recall the optional homework problem that I

a complete metric on 1 equire to the restriction.

Warning. Closure of a an open ball is in general smaller than the
closed ball ofthe same radius. Closure of an open ball is always perfect
in a perfect space, while a closed ball

may
not be. For example,

X =
=[-1,0]v [1,2] is a perfect complete metric space but

-I e
B1(0) =(-1,0], so B, 10) =[1,0],I A

- while B0(1) =(-1,0]U473, which isn't perfect.

24 ctbl

Wet. Ametric space is called Polish ifitis longlete and septrable.



Cantor-Bendixson theorem. Polish spaces have the PSP. In

particular, Polish spaces satisfy the continuum hypothesis.


